BUSHNELL NEO INSTRUCTIONS
The Neo is so light that our single magnet Quick Clip (at 85 pounds of magnetic attraction) is
more than adequate to very securely hold the Neo on the steel windshield/roof support frame
of any golf cart. (In fact it’s a bit of overkill). I’ve been using my Neo (see attached
picture) for well over a year now with never a hint of it coming close to bouncing out of the
Quick Clip Keyhole slot. The best thing about it is when you place the Quick Clip on the
frame of the golf cart at your optimal eye level, then slide the Neo in the keyhole slot, your
can easily view your yardages without removing the Neo from the Quick Clip. But if you
need to take the Neo to a par three tee (or if you’re playing on a “cart path only” day), you
simply slip the Neo out of the keyhole slot and take it with you.
Each Quick Clip comes with a couple of our belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk assemblies (one
for a spare) to place on the back of your Neo as you can see in the picture. We also include
extra 3M adhesive disks and alcohol cleaning pads (they are just simple rubbing alcohol that
you can buy at drug stores). It’s important to clean the back of your Neo with the alcohol
pad as this removes any oils, dust dirt, fingerprints etc and thus enhances the adhesion.
Once you place one of the belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk assemblies on the back of you Neo
(place in the same spot as the picture shows), you won’t be able to get it off with your
fingers. It certainly will not come off in everyday use. But if you ever need to remove it,
simply use a hair dryer on high for several seconds. This softens the 3M adhesive and you
can peel it off though it takes some effort. The black belt clip tab can be re-used but we
recommend not trying to re-use the old 3M adhesive disks. They lose some of the adhesive
qualities after they’ve been used and then removed. Always use a fresh 3M adhesive disk.
If you ever need more of the belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk assemblies and/or 3M adhesive
disks, just send us an email with your name and shipping address and we’ll ship some to
you at no cost.
At a cost of $29.95 for our single magnet Quick Clip ($34.95 for the double magnet model)
some people have commented that the price is too steep. But we are so confident that the
Quick Clip is virtually indestructible and so easy and simple to use, it’s the only rangefinder
cart mount you’ll ever need to buy. We guarantee that if you ever manage to break your
Quick Clip (no one has in the 5 years we’ve been in business), just return the broken pieces
to us and we’ll replace it free, shipping included.
Also if for any reason you don’t love the way the Quick Clip works with your rangefinder,
just return it to us and we’ll refund your $$ in full.

